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Abstract: The ground-state properties such as the neutron, proton and matter densities and the associated rms radii of proton-rich 8B
and 17Ne halo nuclei are calculated using single-particle radial wave functions of Woods-Saxon (WS) potential. It found that the
structure of the halo proton in 8B is a pure (1p1/2) and the structure of the two halo protons in 17Ne is mixed configurations with
dominant (2s1/2)2. Elastic electron scattering form factors of these halo nuclei are also studied by the plane wave Born approximation.
Effects of the long tail behavior of the charge density distribution on the charge form factors of 8B and 17Ne are analyzed. It is found
that the difference between the charge form factor of 8B and that of stable isotope 10B (or of 17Ne and that of stable isotope 20Ne) is
attributed to the influence of the charge density distributions of the last proton in 8B (or of the last two protons in 17Ne).
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1. Introduction
Nuclear halo is a well-known phenomenon in nuclear
physics. Tanihataet al. found that the neutron-rich nucleus
11
Li had an abnormally large matter root-mean-square
radius [1,2]. Further experiments confirmed that there are
neutron halo in other neutron-rich nuclei such as 6,8He,
11,14
Be, 17B, and 19C [3–5]. Neutron halo manifest
themselves as extended neutron density distributions in
exotic neutron-rich nuclei. The cause of occurrence of the
halo phenomenon lies in both the small separation energy
of the last few nucleons and their occupation on the orbits
with low angular momentum.
Many experiments [6–9] have been performed to study
neutron halo in neutron-rich nuclei and neutron-halo nuclei
are well identified in light mass region. Theoretically
neutron halos in exotic nuclei 6,8He, 11Li, 11,14Be, 17B, and
19
C have also been well reproduced by various theoretical
models [10–15]. Although neutron halo have been well
investigated in neutron-rich nuclei, studies on proton halo
are relatively less. Theoretically, much effort has been
made to the search of proton halo in proton drip-line nuclei.
Calculations show that there may be proton halo in 26,27,28P
[16,17], 8B, 17Ne, and the excited state of 6Li and 17F.
Experiments also show some indications of the existence of
proton halos in these nuclei [18–21]. However, further
experiments are needed to confirm the existence of the
proton halo. Thus, the proton halo phenomenon is a very
interesting subject of investigation.
Electron-nucleus scattering has proven to be an excellent
tool for the study of nuclear structure, especially for the
research of electromagnetic properties of nuclei. It has
provided much reliable information on charge density
distributions of stable nuclei. Thus, we consider that the
electron-nucleus scattering is a better way for the precise
investigation of the extended charge distribution of the
exotic proton-rich nuclei. Unfortunately the electron
scattering on exotic nuclei was not possible in the past
because of the difficulty of making targets from unstable

nuclei. Recently a new collider of electron and unstable
nucleus is under construction at RIKEN in Japan [22]. A
similar collider at GSI in Germany [23] was also approved by
the German government and will be built immediately. So the
scattering of electron from unstable nuclei will be available
soon. These new facilities will provide a good opportunity to
study the charge density distributions of unstable nuclei by
elastic electron scattering. Therefore, it is interesting to make
an exploratory investigation of elastic electron scattering
from proton-rich nuclei.
In the present study, the ground-state properties such as the
neutron, proton and matter densities and the associated rms
radii of proton-rich 8B and 17Ne halo nuclei are calculated
within single-particle radial wave functions of Woods-Saxon
(WS) potential. Elastic electron scattering form factors for
these nuclei is studied through combining the charge density
distribution with the plane wave Born approximation
(PWBA). Effects of the long tail behavior presented in the
charge density distribution on the form factors of 8B and 17Ne
are investigated.

2. Theory
The ground state matter density distribution of exotic (halo)
nuclei can be expressed as [24]:
(1)
 m (r )   p (r )   n (r ),
where  p (r ) and  n (r ) are the ground state proton and
neutron densities of halo nuclei and expressed as:
(2)
 g (r )  cg (r )  vg (r ) , g  p, n
where  cg (r ) and  vg (r ) are the core and halo (valence)
densities and they are calculated through Woods-Saxon (WS)
radial wave functions [25] and can be written as:
2
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Where X nlj
represents the number of neutrons or protons,

in the sub-shell nlj. The Rnlj (r ) in eqs.(3) and (4) is the
solution of the radial of Schrödinger equation [26]:
2
 2 d Rnlj (r ) 
 2 l l  1 



V
r



 nlj
 Rnlj r   0
2m dr 2
2m r 2 


(5)
Where  nlj is the single-particle energy.
For the local potential V r  , the Woods-Saxon shape is
used in the compact form [27,28]:

(6)
V r   V0 r   Vso r  .s  Vc r ,
where V0 r  is the spin-independent central potential:

V0 r  

 V0
1  [e r  R0  / a0 ]

(7)

Vso r  is the spin-orbit potential:

1 d
1
Vso r   Vso 
 r  R ro  / a so 
r  dr 1  [e
]

(8)

and Vc r  is the Coulomb potential generated by a
homogeneous charged sphere of radius Rc [29]:

Z e2
for
r  Rc
r
Z e 2  3 r 2  for
r  Rc
Vc r  
 

Rc  2 2 Rc2 
Vc r  

(9)
(10)

The radii R0, Rso and Rc are usually expressed as:
(11)
Ri  ri A1 / 3
From the proton density  p (r ) and the intrinsic charge
distribution fp of one proton, one can obtain the charge
distribution of the nucleus with the following folding
relation [30]:
(12)
 ch (r )   p ( r ) f p ( r   r ) dr 



The root mean square (rms) radii of the neutron, proton and
charge distributions can be obtained from eqs. (2) and (12)
as follows [30]:
2 1/ 2
g

rg  r

 r 2  g (r ) dr 



   g (r ) dr 

1/ 2

(13)

, g  n, p, ch

The elastic electron scattering form factors from considered
nuclei are studied by the plane wave Born approximation
(PWBA). In the PWBA, the incident and scattered electron
waves are represented by plane waves. The elastic electron
scattering form factor is simply given by the Fourier-Bessel
transform of the ground state charge density distribution
(CDD) [31], i.e.


F (q) 

4
 ch ( r ) j0 (qr ) r 2 dr ,
Z 0

(14)

where
(15)
is the zeroth order spherical Bessel function, q is the
momentum transfer from the incident electron to the target
nucleus and the ρch(r) is the CDD of the ground state.

j 0 (qr )  sin(qr ) / qr

3. Results and Discussion
The nuclear ground state properties of proton-rich 8B
(S1p=0.136 MeV , τ1/2=770ms) and 17Ne (S2p=0.933 MeV,
τ1/2=109.2ms) [32,33] halo nuclei have been calculated using
single-particle radial wave functions of Woods-Saxon (WS)
potential. These nuclear properties include the neutron,
proton and matter densities and the associated rms radii.
Elastic electron scattering form factors for these nuclei is
studied through combining the charge density distribution
with the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA).
The 8B (Jπ,T=2+,1) is one proton halo nucleus composed of
the core 7Be (Jπ,T=3/2-,1/2) plus one loosely bound proton
(Jπ,T=1/2-,1/2) surrounding the core whereas the 17Ne
(Jπ,T=1/2-,3/2) is two-proton Borromean halo nucleus
composed of the core 15O (Jπ,T=1/2-,1/2) plus two loosely
bound protons (Jπ,T=0+,1) surrounding the core. The
configurations {(1s1/2)4, (1p3/2)3} and {(1s1/2)4, (1p3/2)8,
(1p1/2)3} are assumed for core nuclei 7Be and 15O,
respectively. The halo proton in 8B is assumed to be in a pure
1p1/2. The two halo protons in 17Ne are assumed to be in the
model space of HASP which includes the orbitals 1d3/2, 2s1/2,
2p3/2 and 1f7/2. The occupation numbers of the two halo
protons occupying the model space HASP (in 17Ne) are
obtained by the computer code NushellX@MSU [34] using
the realistic interaction of VPNP [35]. The ground state
occupation numbers for the two halo protons in 17Ne are
0.251 for (1d3/2)2, 1.57 for (2s1/2)2, 0.129 for (1f7/2)2 and 0.05
for (2p3/2)2. These occupation numbers indicate that the
structure of the two halo protons in 17Ne is mixed
configurations with dominant (2s1/2)2.
Table 1 displays the parameters of Woods-Saxon V0, Vso, r0,
rso, a0, aso and rc employed in the present calculations for
selected nuclei. The calculated neutron, proton, charge and
matter rms radii for 8B and 17Ne nuclei along with the
experimental data [36,37] are shown in Tables 2 and 3. It is
clear from these tables that the obtained results are in a good
agreement with experimental data within quoted error.
Besides, the difference between the calculated proton and
neutron rms radii for selected halo nuclei is given in Table 2.
This difference indicates a definite degree of halo structure of
these nuclei. The calculated single-particle energies (ε) for the
investigated nuclei along with those obtained by the shell
model NushellX@MSU code [34] are tabulated in Table-4. It
is clear from this table that the obtained values of the singleparticle energies are in excellent agreement with the results of
the shell model NushellX@MSUcode.

Table 1: The Woods-Saxon parameters employed in the present calculations for nuclei under study
Nuclei
8

B
10
B
17
Ne
20
Ne

V0 (MeV)
Proton
Neutron
50.750
60.750
49.587
49.587
46.552
55.973
50.617
50.617

Vso (MeV)
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

a0= aso (fm)
Proton
Neutron
0.650
0.805
0.542
0.542
0.717
0.717
0.754
0.754

r0= rso (fm)
Proton
Neutron
1.121
1.394
1.236
1.236
1.269
1.269
1.479
1.479

rc (fm)
1.249
1.306
1.463
1.442
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Table 2: The calculated neutron and proton rms radii along with experimental results
Nuclei
8
17

B
Ne

rn2

1/ 2

rn2

cal

2.3
2.57

1/ 2

rp2

[36,37]

exp

2.31±0.05
2.69±0.07

1/ 2
cal

2.53
3.29

rp2

1/ 2

rp2

[36,37]

exp

1/ 2

2.53±0.13
2.79±0.07

 rn2

1/ 2

0.23
0.72

Table 3: The calculated charge and matter rms radii compared with the experimental data.

rch2

Nuclei
8
17

B
Ne

1/ 2

1/ 2

rch2

cal

2.58
3.35

[36,37]

exp

----2.90±0.07

rm2

1/ 2

rm2

cal

2.45
3.01

1/ 2

[36,37]

exp

2.45±0.1
2.84±0.23

Table 4: The calculated single-particle energies along with results of the Ref. [34].
Nuclei
8

B

nlj
1s1/2
1p3/2
1p1/2
1s1/2
1p3/2
1p1/2

17

Ne

1d3/2
2s1/2
1f7/2
2p3/2

proton

neutron

εcal (MeV)

ε (MeV) [34]

εcal (MeV)

ε (MeV) [34]

25.691
14.169
0.9

25.691
14.169
0.9

31.111
15.129
----

31.111
15.129
----

23.824
11.716
7.861
0.653
0.569
0.463
0.311

23.824
11.716
7.861
0.653
0.569
0.463
0.311

34.533
20.667
17.417
-------------

34.533
20.667
17.417
-------------

The calculated matter density distributions and the
experimental data (denoted by the shaded area) for 8B [36]
and 17Ne [38] halo nuclei are depicted in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b), respectively. The dashed curves correspond to the
matter density, while the blue and red curves refer to the
calculated neutron and proton densities, respectively. As
shown in Fig.1, a good agreement between the calculated
results and experimental data was obtained. Moreover, it is

evident from this figure that the proton density distributions
in these nuclei have a long tail compared with the neutron
density distributions, which provides the halo structure of
these nuclei.

Figure 1: Matter density distributions for proton-rich (a) 8B and (b) 17Ne halo nuclei compared with experimental data (the
shaded area)
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit the charge density distributions
of 10,8B and 20,17Ne, respectively. Therein, the charge
density distributions of unstable (8B,17Ne) and stable
(10B,20Ne) nuclei are portrayed by the dashed and solid
curves, respectively. It is obvious from Fig. 2(a) [Fig. 2(b)]
that the charge density distribution of 8B [17Ne] and 10B

[20Ne] isotopes are quite different although the number of the
protons within these nuclei is the same. The charge density
distribution of 8B [17Ne] has a longer tail than that of 10B
[20Ne] due to the weak binding of the outer proton [two
protons] in 8B [17Ne].
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Figure 2: Calculated charge density distributions of proton-rich (a) 8B and (b) 17Ne halo nuclei compared with those of their
stable isotopes 10B and 20Ne, respectively
The elastic charge form factors of 10,8B and 20,17Ne
calculated with PWBA are presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively, where the input charge density distributions
are those of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The
calculated form factors of the unstable (8B, 17Ne) nuclei are
displayed by the dashed curves and those of stable (10B,
20
Ne) nuclei by solid ones. For comparison the
experimental elastic charge form factors of stable 10B [39]
and 20Ne [40] are displayed by filled circle symbols.
It is can be seen from these figures that there are significant
differences between the calculated form factors of the
unstable nuclei (8B, 17Ne) (dashed curves) and stable nuclei
(10B, 20Ne) (solid curves). It is clearly noticed in Fig. 3(a),

that each of the dashed curve and the solid curve has only one
diffraction minimum and one maximum, while those in Fig.
3(b) each has two diffraction minima and two maxima. The
location of the minimum of the halo 8B has outward shift as
compared with the minimum of a stable 10B. Also, the
position of the first and the second minimum of halo17Ne
have an outward shift as compared with the first and the
second minimum of stable 20Ne. The significant difference
between the charge form factors of the unstable (8B, 17Ne)
nuclei and that of stable (10B, 20Ne) nuclei is attributed to the
influence of the charge density distributions of the last proton
in 8B (or the last two protons in 17Ne).

Figure 3: Calculated charge form factors of proton-rich (a) 8B and (b) 17Ne halo nuclei compared with those of their stable
isotopes 10B and 20Ne, respectively

4. Summary and Conclusions
The ground-state properties such as the neutron, proton and
matter densities and the associated rms radii of proton-rich
8
B and 17Ne halo nuclei are calculated using single-particle

radial wave functions of Woods-Saxon (WS) potential.
Elastic electron scattering form factors of these halo nuclei
are also studied by the plane wave Born approximation.
Effects of the long tail behavior of the charge density
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distribution on the charge form factors of 8B and 17Ne are
analyzed. The present study gives the following
conclusions:
1) The calculated proton and matter density distributions
of 8B and 17Ne halo nuclei exhibit a long tail
performance, which is presumed as a distinctive
property of halo nuclei.
2) An extra support for the halo structure of these halo
nuclei is found due to the noticeable difference between
the calculated overall proton and neutron root mean
square radii.
3) The analysis of the present study suggests that the
structure of the halo proton in 8B is a pure (1p1/2) and
the structure of the two halo protons in 17Ne is mixed
configurations with dominant (2s1/2)2.
4) The significant difference between the charge form
factor of 8B and that of stable isotope 10B (or of 17Ne
and that of stable isotope 20Ne) is attributed to the
influence of the charge density distributions of the last
proton in 8B (or the last two protons in 17Ne).
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